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This post may contain affiliate links.

Charlie Banana (http://charliebanana.com)has a pretty incredible giveaway for DDL readers that
I think you are going to be anxious to enter!  Their newest product is an organic version of their
popular One Size diapers!
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“Looking for organic, natural fibers next to your babyʼs bottom? We have designed a diaper
(http://dirtydiaperlaundry.com/cloth-diaper-finder/diaper/) shell which features luxuriously soft,
100% organic cotton lining inside. The soft cotton lining lets fast the liquid to pass through to the
absorbent washable insert. Please note, that our organic cotton lining diaper dries a bit longer
than our standard fleece diaper.

Charlie Banana diapers are a “2-in-1” reusable diaper system. Itʼs a cloth diaper but with a smart
front panel that gives you the option of tucking in a disposable pad for those special occasions.
With Charlie Banana diapers, you get the best of both diaper worlds!”

There are a lot of parents who prefer organic options so this opens up the Charlie Banana brand
for those families!  Their 6 Packs are attractively packaged and gift giving ready for the
mom-to-be in your life too.
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Go on and enter below, leave a comment on who would get this awesome prize (you or a friend
perhaps…) and make sure to do the extra entries for more chances to win!  Thanks Charlie
Banana for a great giveaway!  Open to US/Canada and ends April 29.
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kdrosas (http://www.dirtydiaperlaundry.com)
Kim Rosas began Dirty Diaper Laundry in 2009 out of a desire to help more
parents understand modern cloth diapers. She lives in Florida with her
husband of 5 years and her two boys. Even though none of her boys wear
diapers anymore she is still just as committed to promoting them. In her spare
time Kim enjoys video editing, photography, and coffee.
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